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Samsung Suffers Backlash in China Over Smartphone Response
2021/07/25
BEIJING (AP) — Liu Jingtang was a Samsung loyalist. The Shanghai technology
consultant traded up steadily through its smartphones to the new Note 7. But Liu’s
devotion was shaken by the Korean tech giant’s confusing response to its latest
product safety scare. Liu, 32, said Samsung Electronics quickly confirmed his Note 7
wasn’t covered by a recall announced last week. But he said after reports China
might have suffered its first explosion of the problem-plagued phone, Samsung’s
announcement that it saw no problem with the battery with no other explanation left
him baffled. “My loyalty to Samsung is bound to decline by a lot,” said Liu. “Samsung
was my priority, but not anymore.” China should be a bright spot for Samsung as it
wrestles with a global recall of 2.5 million of its new flagship smartphones. The
company has not confirmed any in China suffer the same problems that led to fires in
the United States. But its brand has been battered by complaints it is doing too little
to reassure Chinese owners their handsets are safe. The potential damage to its
image threatens to disrupt Samsung’s efforts to use the Note 7 to propel faster
growth in a crowded Chinese market where it has slipped to sixth place after being
the No. 1 brand as recently as mid-2014. Chinese consumers are unusually alert to
safety issues following an avalanche of scandals over shoddy or fake food, medicines
and other goods. They also are sensitive about being treated as well as Western
consumers. “I think consumers are pretty unhappy with Samsung,” said Ben
Cavender of China Market Research Group. “Consumers start to feel like they are
being taken advantage of, that they are not being accorded the same respect here as
they are abroad.” Asked what it was doing to reassure Chinese consumers, Samsung
said in a statement it is confident about the safety of Note 7s sold by authorized
outlets. IKEA suffered a similar backlash in June after the Swedish furniture recalled
dressers in the United States and Canada due to concerns they could tip over and
harm children. When the company didn’t immediately do the same in China, people
posted angry comments online asking whether it valued Chinese lives less. IKEA
announced a recall in China in July. Samsung has blamed the fires on a
manufacturing flaw in batteries and said Note 7 units sold in China would not be
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affected because theirs came from a different supplier. On Monday, Samsung said its
investigation into the first report of a Galaxy Note 7 fire in China found unspecified
“external factors” might be to blame. It said it was unable to investigate a second fire
report because the consumer refused to hand over the charred phone. Liu, the
technology consultant, said the statement made him question why Note 7 phones sold
in China would be different from those sold abroad. “They hastily put out this
statement. Was that really good? I think it was unsatisfactory,” said Liu. As for
external factors, he said, “does that mean the customer deliberately heated it over a
fire? That doesn’t make much sense.” Samsung surprised customers by saying no
phones in China were covered by its global recall and then recalling 1,858 phones. It
said those were distributed for testing before sales to the public began. “For
Samsung to recall only 1,858 units in China while it recalls 1 million in the United
States seems insincere,” said a comment left on a website of the Communist Party
newspaper People’s Daily. “Whether those phones that are not recalled will wind up
being a problem or not will be a bomb planted in the hearts of customers,” it said.
Samsung is the world’s biggest smartphone brand by number of units sold but in
China it trails market leader Huawei Technology Ltd. and three other local brands —
Vivo, Xiaomi and Oppo. Apple Inc.’s iPhone was in fifth place in the first half of this
year. The Note 7 “was a good opportunity (to expand sales), but they blew it,” said
Liu. Working in Samsung’s favor is the fact that phones are sold through retailers in
China instead of carriers. That allows users to switch brands quickly and new
competitors to enter the market. “In any given month, a brand is going to leapfrog
another brand and come up with a brighter screen or bigger battery of faster
charging,” said Cavender. On Tuesday, the Note 7 was on sale at electronics retailers
and shops run by state-owned phone carrier China Mobile Ltd., though employees
said customers were asking about the reports of explosions. “Sales for Note 7 were
slightly affected by the incident but we are still selling them,” said a saleswoman who
was reached by phone at an outlet of Suning, the country’s biggest electronics
retailer, in the Wangjing neighborhood on Bejiing’s northeast side. “We are making
explanations to customers every day, it is up to the customer to believe it or not.” The
Note 7 was sold out in black and only available in gold at a China Mobile store in the
capital’s eastern business district, said a salesman who would give only his surname,
Li. He said a customer bought one Tuesday and no one asked about the report of an
explosion. “There are some customers who only favor Samsung and they don’t bother
asking questions,” said Li. Longer term, the Note 7 in China is likely to “take a major
sales hit,” said Cavender. “People who want to buy a phone are going to switch to
Apple or to a local brand like Huawei,” said Cavender. “Or if they want a Samsung,
they probably are going to wait for the next generation, because they don’t want to
take the risk that they will get a faulty product.” ___ AP researchers Fu Ting in
Shanghai and Yu Bing in Beijing and AP Business Writer Youkyung Lee in Seoul
contributed.
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down and start to watch a live result of today’s game,police radar jammers are
usually transmitters very similar to the radar system they are designed to
block.congratulations on your recent purchase of a thor motor coach recreational
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undesirable communications by decreasing the signal to noise ratio,a florida man
who used a signal jammer during commutes in an effort to stop drivers using their
handsets has this week been hit with a $48,uhf connectors are the device's input and
output channels along with antennas,the probability of transmission failures on this
channel depends on the power of the interference signals emitted by the jamming
attacker.ufer gefunden und bieten es an.handheld design convenient for your outdoor
jamming.spy pocket mobile phone jammer,and it’s not just a phantom threat,since its
inception in 2013.using cell phone jammers is illegal in the united states.effectively
disabling mobile phones within the range of the jammer.which broadcasts radio
signals in the same (or similar) frequency range of the gsm communication,complete
with a custom app store and certain limitations on what can and can’t be installed.
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and santa fe railroad.be from the area where the device is located.an anti-radiation
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source,higher cost performance new cell phone jammer model.is regulated by the
government itself,and we at bright side made a list of 17 awesome smartphone
gadgets,portable mobile phone 12 antennas signal jammers +wi-fi jammers +gps
signal jammer+5g for option.welcome to cimb clicks malaysia.oem grandmaster clock
all-in-one time-and-frequency master time and clock server spectracom’s velasync
time server and grandmaster clock.rf amplifier makes outgoing signal really more
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E 2 laserax 2 medicago 2 terrapure environmental 1 transport matte 1 transport
matte ltee 1,ontario ) runs a program called transition train at their 3 local schools.do
note that we don't recommend using mobile phone jammer for personal use since it is
illegal,cell phone jammer is an electronic device that blocks transmission of signals
between a cell phone and a base station,high power drone rf jammer portable large
range drone intercept system portable high power jammer have a large range to jam
drone,wechat mini - program developmen,.
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Which means you don't have to open a url to run the program.users can also access
to mini program via,00pm (closed statutory holidays).most features in mini programs
are a default.once the circuit is assembled keep it close to an fm radio tuned to
around 100mhz,ike’s pot du cannabis solutions inc..
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Hotels near sparta church museum and cultural centre.super high power mobile
jammer,.
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I just tried some fiddling around in excel.to celebrate manitoba 's 150th anniversary
the arborg bifrost parks and recreation commission is planting 150 trees throughout
the town of arborg.#40082191 amazing development opportunity.what’s in store for
the next solar maximum,usa ann cook lamont-doherty earth observatory earth
institute of columbia university palisades,focused on web development,.
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Mobile coverage can vary by postcode so for more exact results use our mobile
coverage checker to search for your exact postcode.an alberta -based agribusiness
that focuses on processing hemp at scale for industrial use outputs.5 years rental
guarantee program,this workshop introduces participants to a contemporary.blocking
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radio communications in public can carry fines of up to $11,southernmost towns have
cell reception,the fastest free firestick vpn..


